As Sam Gregora awoke one morning from
uneasy dream, he found himself transformed in the night into a normal sized
human being. He was lying on his back
seeming to sink right into the bed(?!)
and could see his pale, definitely not-shiny
belly and only four legs which were huge
in comparison to the rest of his body and
very still. In fact, he could barely move
them.
“What has happened to me?” he wondered. It was no dream. At first he
thought that he might be dreaming,
because the previous night, like so many
before, had been spent snarfing whiskeysoaked fruitcake, which had been abandoned to the shadows at the back of the
top shelf of the pantry where Sam had
found it. He thought that the unusual
sensations of lying on his back and of

having four legs instead of two, might, like
the pounding in his head, might be attributable to the debaucheries of the previous evening. Slowly he began to realize
that these hallucinations were not hallucinations at all, and that something fantastic had happened to him while he was
asleep.
“What the …” Sam said; and was shocked
at the rumbling quality of his voice and
the way his insides seemed to vibrate and
roll to create sound. “This transformation is
truly strange.” Looking down at his body, he
noticed what he thought was a small fifth
leg. It was different from the others though
and surrounded by a mat of tightly curled
hair, the purpose of which he could not imagine. He made to touch it with a front leg but
he drew the leg back immediately, for the

contact made a cold shiver run through him.
Suddenly, there was a sound at the door.
Sam instinctively thought to skitter for
the nearest crack in the baseboard but
found that his limbs were virtually paralyzed. Instead of moving on their own, they
seemed to require a command of some kind
from Sam. He thought that he would be
a stain for sure but then he remembered
his predicament. A voice at the door said,
“telephone.“ Sam found himself responding,
o“ kay.” This brief exchange of vibrations
had apparently been enough to arouse the
suspicions of the voice because it spoke
again. “Hey! Telephone!” It knocked gently
with a can of Raid and said, “Sam! Sam!”
and then in a low, plaintive tone, “Sam, aren’t
you well? Telephone.”
Sam answered, “I’m just ready!” Trying
to keep hysteria out of his voice. This new

form of communication was unnerving. He
was finally able to move his legs and roll
off the side of the bed. He hit the ground
on all fours his lower limbs two sticks of
pain. His lower limbs were longer than the
uppers and hit the ground half bent.
As Sam straightened out his lower legs
he felt curiously awkward and as he
flexed to try to be more comfortable, he
found himself rearing up on his hind legs and
amazingly, balanced and comfortable.
Exciting as this towering posture was, so
high in the air as to command a view of the
entire room, Sam could not imagine how he
was going to move around like this. All these
sensations! It was as if his mind were under
attack! He became dizzy and started to fall
- imagining his head striking something on the
way to the floor far below.
But the new body took care of itself.

As he toppled; his vital fluids would ooze
from his shattered carapace; he put one foot
forward and prevented the fall. Then he put
the other foot to balance himself further and
found he was moving right along. As he continued to move, this new form of locomotion
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became more natural and Sam felt that
he might eventually achieve some sort of
competence; a“ t least enough to be able
to escape into the nearest crack ... “but
no, he would reduce this great tower of
protoplasm to pulp if he tried to force it
under a baseboard. Sam thought there
were a lot of things he would never do
again, at least not unless this wretched
transformation was reversed. Sam was
sad. He could not see how he could possibly crawl crisscross over the walls and
ceiling - Something he enjoyed very much
- with this body. He thought he might
never again be able to hang suspended
from the walls. What was to become of
him? Would he ever be happy again?
Suddenly, his musings were interrupted.
A
“ re you going to answer the effing telephone or not?”
“Yes, here I come,” Sam said, and found
himself knowing not only what the phone

was but also its location and how to use
it. “Hello?” He said into the mouthpiece. The
instrument answered back, “Hey ma, what’s
happenin’?” ”Not much, Sam answered wondering how he could explain what had
happened so far that morning without his
head swelling up to the size of a watermelon before going fruit-nova. Better to
play along and see what would happen.
“Feel like skatin?” asked the voice.”
“Sure.”
“Okay, be right over,” click, buzz...
Replacing the phone in its rack, Sam
thought things couldn’t possibly get any
stranger than they were and returned to
the bedroom. Sam awoke to another knock
at the door.
“Ready?” said another thing like him.
This one was a slightly more compact version
and looked very stable and balanced. There
was something familiar about this one; the
way he moved. He reminded Sam of his former
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self. Strange.
Again Sam was gripped with panic and
homesickness of a sort. He longed for his
former existence; just eating and running and
hanging out. No great confusion or mental calisthenics. Life was so much simpler then. He
had a vision of the damp, dark world under
the shelf paper and inside cracks in the

cabinetry. The occasional contact of his
comrades, the constant contact of the
world around him; so different from his
present circumstances. He wanted to be
swarming over something with something
swarming over him. Sam wanted chaos
- manic activity to turn off his mind and more. This hallucination had too much
order to it. There was so little contact
and everything seemed to happen so
slowly, as if he were swimming through
marshmallow cream, without the luxurious tactility of that rapturous experience. Would he ever find total abandon
in this monstrous form? The vehicle
stopped now and as Sam, quite near
to insanity, collected himself and climbed
out, he heard a strange roaring noise. It
came from somewhere in the distance
and as they walked they seemed to be
approaching the source. Sam wondered
what new horror he would be forced
to experience, what further psychic tor-

ment; he was not sure he would survive
another alien experience.
But the new strangeness didn’t kill him
though it seemed the most bizarre of
his experiences so far. They approached
a giant artifact of some sort. A huge
“U-shaped structure in three dimensions
with other mush creatures like himself
swarming all over it at amazing speeds.
What could they be doing? Something to
do with food? Sam had another flashvision of under the sink; Bodies swarming
over something dead, a munching, skittering frenzy of eating... this was like that!
The figures seemed to climb all over one
another, zipping from one side of the structure to the other, crashing together, leaping and flying. It was like everything was
back to normal-these creatures moved
across vertical surfaces! They traveled

in three dimensions! They made noise
when they moved (a kind of clattering
rumble). They had eight legs now; four
small round ones as well as the four long
with the top two acting as feelers. As
he watched, Sam became very excited.
Here was everything he had missed
from his old life! This would be his salvation. In spite of all that had happened,
his prospects for the future were not
all bad, and he might find it possible to
fit into this bizarre life. He might even
manage to enjoy himself. And it was
like a confirmation of his new dream and
excellent intentions that as he dropped
for the first time into the fray and
raced up his first wall he sprang onto
one hand and arched his young body and
felt powerful.

